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In such cases monsoons, or seasonal winds, prevail between the inland sea and the surrounding land, and, in turn, between the continent as a whole and the adjacent oceans; just as, and for the same reason that, on a still greater scale, there is a constant circulation between the perpetually warm equatorial regions and those about the poles that are continually cold.
Another comparison between these several winds, the semi-daily (land and sea breeze), semi-annual (monsoon), and perpetual (interzonal), that is interesting and instructive concerns their depth. As already stated, the land and sea breezes seldom reach greater depths than 100 to 500 meters; the winter monsoon of India has a depth, roughly, of 2000 meters, and the summer monsoon 5000 meters; while the general or interzonal circulation involves the whole of the troposphere with a depth of 10 to 12 kilometers, and probably also, though perhaps to a less vigorous degree, even the stratosphere.
If the term monsoon be extended, as it properly may, to include all winds whose prevailing directions and velocities undergo distinct alterations as a result of seasonal changes in temperature, it clearly follows that this class of winds is well nigh universal. Nevertheless, it is generally thought of in connection with only those places where it is most strongly developed, and especially where the seasonal winds are more or less oppositely directed. Among these places are: India (Indian monsoons are the most pronounced of all, but by no means the simplest,1 and have been most fully studied), China, the Caspian Sea, Australia, and portions of Africa.
In the United States the chief monsoon effects are in the eastern portion, where the prevailing winds are northwest in winter and southwest in summer, and in Texas, where the prevailing winds are also northwest in winter, but southeast in summer.
Trade Winds.—As previously stated, in equatorial ocean regions, or, roughly, over the oceans between latitudes 30° N. and 30° S., the winds usually have an east to west component. In the northern hemisphere they blow rather constantly from the northeast, becoming east-northeast and finally nearly east winds as the equator is approached. Similarly, in the southern hemisphere, starting from the southeast, they gradually back through east-southeast to nearly east. In each case they blow "trade;" that is, in a fixed or nearly fixed direction. It is because of this steadiness of direction and not because of any relation they may have to the paths of commerce that they are called trade winds. Along each border of this belt, or along both the northern and southern horse latitudes, calms are frequent, while such winds as do occur generally are light and variable in direction. Besides, the barometric pressure is high, humidity low, and sky clear. Hence it generally is inferred that 1 SIMPSON, Quart. J. Roy. Met. Soc., 47; 151, 1921,

